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Session objectives

Building the student feedback process around students 
as partners in their learning

• Discuss the meaning of students as partners in their 
learning, and the benefits and challenges involved.

• Consider why and how to engage students throughout 
the feedback cycle.

• Hear about practical examples from the London 
Institute of Banking & Finance and Norland College, and 
share your own experiences and ideas.  



Frameworks for thinking about 
student engagement

Traditional definition of 
student engagement 
that looks at students’ 
level of investment in 
their learning

A newer, UK-specific 
definition that focus on 
the power of students to 
have an influence in 
determining what 
that learning should 
look like



Frameworks for thinking about 
student engagement (cont.)

•Academic: engagement in their own learning

• Enhancement: engagement in co-curricular and 
enrichment activities (including representation, 
curriculum design and leadership roles) which 
contribute to personal and professional 
development

•Social: engagement in formal and informal 
sport, social and leisure activities with HE peers



Students as partners

• Derived from the insight that learning has to be a 
partnership. Ultimately, it is the effort and engagement 
of students that leads to learning success.

• Asks students to co-design, co-produce and co-evaluate 
their environment, moving beyond learning and 
teaching to encompass the whole institution.

• Best expressed as a culture of a higher education 
community. “A way of doing things, rather than an 
outcome in itself”.

• Should produce changes and enhancements 



Why engage students 
throughout the feedback cycle?

Condition B2 (initial and ongoing): “The provider must support 
all students, from admission through to completion, with the 
support that they need to succeed in and benefit from higher 
education”

Assessment: “National surveys of students’ views for the 
provider”

Example of behaviour that may indicate compliance: “The 
provider actively engages students, individually and collectively, in 
the quality of their educational experience”



Why engage students 
throughout the feedback cycle?
• Surveys often use student voices without necessarily engaging student 

voices 

• Better context and insight into what the data are telling you and a 
clearer steer on root causes to issues

• A starting point for dialogue and digging deeper

• Informed conversations: representation if far more effective when 
evidence based

• Representatives/students can have more authoritative conversations 
with other students 

• Helps students to see exactly how their feedback is used and 
responded to

• Innovative solutions that address root causes

• Kick-starts meaningful partnership working between staff & students 



December - April

Promoting the survey

May - August 

Planning 

August – results! 

Analysing and sharing 
your results

August-November

Using your results

You Said We 
Did

NSS Student 
Ambassadors 

• Analysing survey results 
with students (surveys 
could be co-designed with 
students too)

• Representatives collecting 
insight from students on 
general or specific issues 

• Using frameworks for 
reflection with students 
and representatives to 
identify specific issues for 
enhancement 

• Insight and learning from 
complaints and appeals 
processes



Evidence base for students/student 
representatives 

Quantitative: data from their own research with students or 
what already exists e.g. NSS, module evaluation, number of 
students on a course, staff ratios, contact hours. 

Qualitative: data from their own research with students or 
existing sources e.g. free text comments in NSS, anonymised 
Facebook posts, Tweets on a course # 

Policy: internal policies & guidelines, external reference 
points on quality & standards e.g. UK Quality Code, guidance 
on good practice from sector bodies, committee minutes  



Survey analysis: data 
interpretation 
• Probably won’t involve students analysing the data from its 
raw form to draw conclusions

• Break the data down and explain what it shows in a clear 
fashion, and ask students why they think the figures are 
where they are

• Could conduct focus groups on specific areas, or support 
students to conduct focus groups themselves 

• Ensure that an informal atmosphere is created where 
students feel able to give honest feedback

• Utilise NUS’ benchmarking tools to further explore aspects 
the data touches on



Benchmarking tools

Levels of practice 

Principles

• Assessment & 
Feedback

• Academic support
• Organisation & 

management 
• Learning resources
• Personal 

development 



Survey analysis: action planning 
and delivering interventions
• Innovative solutions to problems identified

• A good litmus test for whether your proposed interventions 
will work 

• Identify topics/actions as themes for future student/staff 
meetings throughout the year, with updates on progress 
and actions between meetings 

• Help with delivering interventions e.g. 
• Co-writing resources to make them more student friendly 
• Gathering feedback from students to inform creation of a new policy 
• Being an advocate for introduction of changes to the course in 

response to student feedback 



Survey analysis: Top Tips 

• DO make the data clear and easy to understand and provide context.  

• DON’T pass on the tedious data entry or technical analysis tasks to 
students. 

• DO ask them to suggest ways to improve, rather than just focussing 
on problems behind the scores. 

• DON’T lead students towards offering a particular explanation for the 
figures. 

• DO keep all students informed about what is happening as a result of 
their feedback, and foster a continual dialogue to test the success of 
your interventions e.g. reviewing action plans in student/staff meetings 

• DO tell students at induction what changes you have made to the 
course based on previous student feedback

• DON’T lose sight of student issues not covered by NSS questions 

Anything else you have tried locally?



Designing surveys with students

Helps ensure you’re asking the right questions and 
increase student engagement with the survey(s) 

Formulating questions in partnership with students will 
highlight emerging issues or ideas for improvement 
which can be implemented before the end of the module

• Reshaping or contributing to existing surveys

• Institutional customisation

• Co-designing surveys or conducting their own research 



Designing surveys with students 
(cont.) 
Reshaping or contributing to existing surveys:

• Can you involve your students or student representatives in 
planning the surveys? 

• Make sure discussions don’t get too dry and technical: focus 
on purpose and content

• Can you ask your students what they think is missing or what 
they would like to be asked about? 

Institutional customisation: 
• Involving students in discussions around optional question 

banks and additional institution specific questions



Designing surveys with students 
(cont.)
Co-designing surveys or conducting their own 
research: 

• Is there a need to gather student opinion on a certain topic or 
topics, beyond standard surveys?

• Could work collaboratively on a smaller scale, such as within a 
specific course to put together and disseminate a 
questionnaire to all participants. 

• Alternatively, could run an institution-wide or department-
wide students as researchers scheme, pairing staff and 
students to research different aspects of learning, teaching 
and the student experience. 



References and resources 

Please visit www.tsep.org.uk, follow us on Twitter 
@TSEPartnership and join our mailing list 

• Vicki Trowler, Student engagement literature review, 2010 

• NUS’ Learning & Teaching Benchmarking Tools

• TSEP research and materials on student academic 
representation systems, including a benchmarking tool and 
template training sessions

• TSEP Student Led Teaching Awards Toolkit

• TSEP engagement of commuter students research 

• TSEP evaluation framework for student engagement activity

http://www.tsep.org.uk/
http://tsep.us12.list-manage1.com/subscribe?u=096a73d44e7b676e8d5b06cad&id=a7d10b6785
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/system/files/studentengagementliteraturereview_1.pdf
http://tsep.org.uk/supporting-excellent-teaching-learning/
http://tsep.org.uk/student-voice-representation/
http://tsep.org.uk/supporting-excellent-teaching-learning/
http://tsep.org.uk/inclusive-approaches-to-student-engagement/
http://tsep.org.uk/value-impact-and-strategy/
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The Student Feedback System at 
Norland College



A degree with a difference that 
leads to lifelong employment 





Student Engagement System
• Student engagement practices were identified as ‘good practice’ by 

QAA 

• ‘The College has introduced an imaginative policy on student 
engagement… Students emphasised that they felt themselves to be 
partners in a conversation about College developments, with the 
opportunity to make constructive suggestions in their discussions 
with staff‘

• Also highlighted student membership on key committees ‘where they 
contribute fully’



Students as Partners in Learning: Principles
• UK QC ‘Higher education providers take deliberate steps to engage all 

students, individually and collectively, as partners in the assurance and 
enhancement of their educational experience’

• Climate of genuine collaboration via authentic representation, 
genuine accountability via increased transparency; evident 
deliberation via real outcomes

• Also to generate connectedness, affiliation and belonging - not 
just make improvements

• Focus on constructive communication and solution building
• Ensure loop is closed between feedback systems and action planning



Students as Partners in Learning: Systems
Formal 
• Student Engagement Officer 
• Student Engagement System - role 

specific Representatives per year plus 
Heads  e.g. Academic; Placements; 
Extra Curricular

• Staff/Student Liaison Committee
• Student Representatives at Academic 

Board, Programme Committee and 
Norland Board

• Report by SEO at Academic Board
• Module Reviews

Informal
• Facebook page
• Student Suggestion box
• Rumour Busting box
• Feedback briefings by Principal and 

VP (NSS preparation)
• 1:1s with Principal
• Time to Talk with Head of L&T&R, VP 

and Principal
• Tutor system
• You Said/We Did 



Going Deeper – Action Research Project

• NSS feedback – not everyone felt all their voices were being heard –
only the ones with the ‘loudest voices’ which didn’t necessarily reflect 
their view

• Action research to see what could be done

• Process:  Focus group developed with volunteers to develop system

• Suggested:  Feedback provided via usual systems – summarised and 
circulated via email/VLE/Facebook; then students feedback on 
whether this is reflects their view or not

• Will review this system at the end of the year



Change Agents Programme
• Empowering students to address needs and take initiatives 

• Enhancing/designing curriculum (New Code of Professional 
Responsibilities; Timetabling process; Assessment design)

• Here to Hear programme – developed by student – volunteer ‘buddy 
system’ trained by Welfare Officer to support welfare needs

• Developing new clubs (Running Club; Riding Club)

• New activities (Yoga classes; Disney singalong)

• Lots of charitable initiatives – Christmas Boxes; Children in Need; 
Charity Ball for Hospice



Student Voice –

overall satisfaction 

(excluding Student 

Union question) 

I have had the right 

opportunities to 

provide feedback on 

my course

Staff value students’ 

views and opinions 

about the course

It is clear how 

students’ feedback 

on the course has 

been acted on

The students’ union 

(association or guild) 

effectively 

represents students’ 

academic interests

Norland 

responses 2018

82 86 83 78 61

Norland 

responses 2017

84 92 85 83 77

Sector average 73 84 75 61 56

Regional 

average

73 84 75 61 57

Preparing for the NSS Category 8 – Student Voice



Example of Padlet feedback session

Category: The teaching on my course

Majority Response:  Mostly Agree

Comments:  
• ‘I  agree that staff are good explaining things and there to help 

when needed.’

• ‘Staff are good at allowing people who are of different levels of 
academia to be included in all lectures whether its verbal or 
practical etc... It caters for all learners!’

• ‘I feel that the teaching is to a high standard’



Example of Padlet feedback session
Category: Assessment and Feedback

Majority Response:  Mostly Agree

Comments:

• ‘Feedback is always on time, however the comments are not 
always helpful’

• ‘There is not always clarity between different lecturers in 
regards to marking and comments on work eg. one lecturer may 
say to lay the essay out one way and then you get marked down 
by another for doing it in this way’ 



Benefits of Students as Partners in Learning
“Engaged students…share the values and approaches to learning of 
their lecturers; spend time and energy on educationally meaningful 
tasks; learn with others inside and outside the classroom; actively 
explore ideas confidently with others; and learn to value perspectives 
other than their own.  When students are part of a learning 
community…they are: positive about their identity as a member of a 
group; focused on learning; ask questions in class; feel comfortable 
about contributing to class discussions; spend time on campus; have 
made a few friends; and are more motivated in some extra curricular 
activity” (Rush and Balamoutsou, 2006: 4)



Ellie Russell 

Student Engagement & Partnership Manager, 

National Union of Students



libf.ac.uk

The NSS story

Hema Tank

• Htank@LIBF.ac.uk



About The London Institute of Banking & Finance

• 2010 Taught Degree Awarding Powers

• 2011 Launched full-time degree programmes

• 2016 1st year of NSS participation (ranked 140th) 80%

• 2017 Ranked 5th in UK, joint 2nd in London 91.8%

• 2018 Ranked 2nd in UK, joint 1st in London 91%

• 2019 ?
35



How are we different?

• Small HE Alternative Provider

• Focussed on Banking and 

Finance

• Small class sizes

• Small campus

• Excellent student:staff ratio

• Agile 
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No secret answer…

What we did

• Data analysis

• Consider the quick wins

• Communication

• Early intervention

• Student Ambassadors

• Realistic with outcomes
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Thank you

Any questions?
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